2000 land rover discovery series 2

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. He got back to me the
very next day. I wanted the Volkswagen Beetle but it was diesel fuel and I wanted gas fuel. He
was really helpful. I asked them to provide me with a little more information about the vehicle at
their convenience and it's been a week since I've heard back from them. Very unprofessional.
Miner has been updating the vehicles and negotiating the price and he specifically told me that
he had a few cars at my budget I had to travel there and he failed me. Best experience at buying
a car. He was honest and made me feel welcomed. His banks work well and there are no hidden
fees. Small area and has different cars and works with your budget. Again, no hidden fees just
required ones by law. Great place give them a call and ask for Fazy. I would not recommend this
dealership. We purchased a car for our daughter and have issues with the car ever since. They
knew there were problems but did not say a word. They did not even clean the car from the
previous owner. They also do not offer onsite financing. We had to drive 40 minutes to another
dealership to take care of the financing. That should have been a red flag for us. I would not buy
from this dealership. Person who picked up call knew nothing so gave me another number to
call to talk to a guy who may know something about the car. That person was short in
responses. They do not do in house financing and available on a very limited basis. I did take
away that they do not offer any mechanical inspections at all on any vehicles, buyer beware!
Dealer responded but about wrong vehicle. Dealer contacted us about a Ford Focus when the
vehicle we were interested in was a F They responded to my emails and they give me
information over the phone on the vehicle I recommend this dealership to anybody purchasing
a used vehicle. They responded about a week after I contacted them. I had to ask for the actual
price of the car in two separate emails before they finally quoated it at almost 3 times the kbb
value. Definitely did not do business with them. They were very friendly and answered all my
questions. They let me take the SUV and the truck to my mechanic to have it checked. This did
not happen with tow other used car dealers. The two automobiles were a good buy. They were
not what I was looking for. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Negotiable , mi. Request
Information. Why Use CarGurus? No interior pictures. Too bad the person posting it does not
return messages. Disco Ii - Rutland Red â€” This was a great vehicle. It was comfortable, looked
good, great visibility, good power and tow capacity. With a bit of care the leather seating lasted
extremely well. I regularly towed trailers or loaded the vehicle as needed. Off-roading was a
great time. Even though, it was maintenance heavy and low gas mileage the pluses out-way the
minuses. In fact, I had a harder time finding a good mechanic. Some dealerships are not that
good, US specialty shops we're a problem as well. And many auto shops didn't know what they
we're dealing with. Pros: Could handle many road conditions, very comfortable for long trips
and good tow capacity. Also a pet friendly vehicle. Great off-road capacity. Cons: Maintenance
was a bit high. Had head gaskets replaced at 45k, coils replaced rear air shocks,. Performance
is almost non-existant, and the braking power is soft. Pros: This vehicle will take you anywhere
you want to go, in any weather that there may be. A Very Capable Vehicle. The fuel is expensive,
and so are brakes, rotors, and tires. The Land Rover Discovery has an adventurous feel, and a
level of safety that made me enjoy the vehicle. Pros: This vehicle has great cargo space, and
even better capability to handle weather conditions. Upright seating position in a Land Rover is
difficult to compare another vehicles visibility. Lots of window and minimal blind spots with the
older design. Cons: Costly for fuel if you drive a lot, and the maintenance is expensive if you
need work done. Big Car â€” do research on your next car and know if what you getting fits
your budget my next car will be better in mpg and a bit more smaller or a sadan or coupe and
something easy to fix and known by mechanics. Cons: low mpg expensive maitnence frequently
the way u treat it is the way it will treat you. The garden shed aerodynamics and the quite heavy
weight of the car make for relatively poor fuel mileage, which can be improved a bit by removing
the EGR system. Quite modifiable for off roading, especially the early models where it is
possible to modify the transfer box for selectable centre differential lock. Pros: Great comfort
and power for a reasonable price. Good maintainability. I feel like we belong in the safari
somewhere with it. It is a good vehicle it just does not fit our life style. We prefer our trucks and
suv. Cons: It takes premium gas which is a little on the expensive side. Cons: slightly expensive
to fix things and as with any car, gas prices. Cons: problems with rear air ride leaking but

happened after 9 years. Thought I had bought a beauty off my neibour he is 70 and only goes to
the golf course in it - full LRSH only 75k have replaced engine loom, fuel pump, power steering
pump air suspension bags and pi Read More. This vehicle leaks and leaks and leaks some
more. Be prepared to replace the valve cover gaskets every 18 to 24 months pricey endeavor.
Be mindful that when approaching 70K to K milage the head Bought this car used in In spite of
all the reviews and forum, the mechanical reliability has been a definite asset. No problem
whatsoever except for a new water pump. You can go most anywhe Rank This Car. User
Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Jimycol
writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros:
Could handle many road conditions, very comfortable for long trips and good tow capacity. Is
this helpful? PPardun writes:. Cons: Very finicky and high maintenance. Patrick writes:. Primary
Use: Commuting to work Pros: This vehicle has great cargo space, and even better capability to
handle weather conditions. Lars writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great comfort
and power for a reasonable price. Cons: Fuel mileage. BuyMyCar writes:. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: all wheel drive, perfect for hauling. Sais writes:. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: on and off road comfort. Rob writes:. Pros: It's Mine. Cons: Nothing.
Reviews From Other Years. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select
Year Had head gaskets replaced at 45k, coils replaced rear air shocks, 17 of 17 people found
this review helpful. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Reliable vehicle Has 4WD Cons: It
takes premium gas which is a little on the expensive side 2 of 7 people found this review
helpful. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: on and off road comfort Cons: problems with
rear air ride leaking but happened after 9 years 4 of 4 people found this review helpful. Pros: It's
Mine Cons: Nothing 5 of 5 people found this review helpful. I've been reading a lot of the poor
ratings, and I get that you've had bad experiences with the Discovery 2. They can be fussy, but
for very specific reasons. Let me explain, and perhaps this will help prospective buyers. You
just can't find cars that do what they do anymore. We looked at purchasing new SUV's, and
you'd end up spending 80K vs 4K for a disco to find a car capable of what the disco is. IMHO,
they were bough for soccer moms in the late 90's and early 's. They are not japanese cars. They
need attention. They need a lot of attention. It's when you ignore things that sound wrong, or
don't pay attention to rattles or leaks that they go do hell. Rather than paying a car note of
bucks a month to a bank, we decided to pay a good mechanic a third of that to keep our Disco
alive and safe and have some gas money. It works out. Assume to pay K per year in upkeep.
That's just used car Don't subscribe to "It's a land rover thing" when stuff breaks. All used cars
break if not attended too. Rubber deteriorates, parts go bad, you just need to have a budget for
it. Common issues with the Disco: 1: ABS - It's a well documented issue and you can fix it for 5
bucks and a half an hour, if you know what you're doing assuming all sensors are ok. The ABS
module has a short, which can be fixed or bypassed with some knowledge. You can find all the
info on land rover forums. Simple stuff, and well documented. It goes bad. Most have been
replaced by I just had mine done a second time. I don't think the original replacement was done
right, but we drive ours everywhere, so who knows. Rubber goes bad. Most of the seals should
be replaced within 15 years anyway. Again, not a japanese car. Land rovers are technically
somewhat complex in that the have many computers and sensors to manage everything. But,
electrical issues are fairly easy to diagnose with a multimeter. You have to have some knowhow
or interest in learning. Those electrical issues are the expensive ones because you typically
have to go to the dealer to get a good reading, and they will overcharge. If you can learn the
layout, you'll save thousands over time. Here's the thing If you just want a car to go from point a
to point b. People will claim that the discovery was the worst car ever because a light came on
the dashboard, or that brakes had to be replaced. Many of the things that could go wrong with a
discovery have to do with the driver's negligence or driving style. I have taken care of my disco
and she has taken care of me. Driving position and view like no other vehicle, fantastic in the
snow, and looks good to boot. Dual sunroofs still entertain me to this day and the sound system
is really nice. Aside from a plastic t piece in the cooling system braking, nothing has gone
wrong. Feels utterly solid when driving, very heavy and reassuring. Makes my dad's tacoma feel
like a dishwasher. I just love this car. The design is perfect, and the interior is a dream with the
suede leather doors, dual sunroofs etc. My LRII is in fantastic condition with the 18" rims and
and all. Anybody who complains about Gas Mileage should be a stand up comedian! Come on
guys, go find an honest mechanic. They charge HALF the labor. Do NOT get ripped off! Our
Discovery was purchased used from a man who did not take good car of it, and was not truthful
of it's previous life, so it's been rough going. Nice easy to clean leather with comfortable seats.
The second row is nice. You can carry adults, but not fitting for long car rides. The third row can
seat children. Isn't is funny how people buy a used truck and then complain that it breaks?
When maintained properly, these are phenomenal vehicles. It didn't stop being a premier

upscale vehicle when you bought it cheap and used, so the maintenance requirements are still
that of an expensive European vehicle. Buy one without records and you're rolling the dice. As
for me, I have a , , and two Discos and none have ever broken down. Sure, they have had little
problems like any car- broken door lock, wiper motor. Big deal- if you can't afford to maintain a
car properly, don't get it. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
Discovery Series II. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Before you buy, how handy are you? Isn't it funny
Items per page:. Sponsored cars related to the Discovery Series II. Sign Up. Make Model Year.
Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. It looks like
the only vehicles matching your search at this time are over miles away. Consider expanding
your search or save this search to get notified when matching inventory is available. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim SD 1. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1.
Engine Type Gas 1. Drivetrain Four Wheel Drive 1. Cylinders 8 cylinders 1. Exterior Color Dark
Red. Features Roof Rack 1. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price
drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Showing 1 - 1 out of 1 listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. Before you buy, how handy are you? I've been reading a lot of the poor ratings, and I get
that you've had bad experiences with the Discovery 2. They can be fussy, but for very specific
reasons. Let me explain, and perhaps this will help prospective buyers. You just can't find cars
that do what they do anymore. We looked at purchasing new SUV's, and you'd end up spending
80K vs 4K for a disco to find a car capable of what the disco is. IMHO, they were bough for
soccer moms in the late 90's and early 's. They are not japanese cars. They need attention. They
need a lot of attention. It's when you ignore things that sound wrong, or don't pay attention to
rattles or leaks that they go do hell. Rather than paying a car note of bucks a month to a bank,
we decided to pay a good mechanic a third of that to keep our Disco alive and safe and have
some gas money. It works out. Assume to pay K per year in upkeep. That's just used car Don't
subscribe to "It's a land rover thing" when stuff breaks. All used cars break if not attended too.
Rubber deteriorates, parts go bad, you just need to have a budget for it. Common issues with
the Disco: 1: ABS - It's a well documented issue and you can fix it for 5 bucks and a half an
hour, if you know what you're doing assuming all sensors are ok. The ABS module has a short,
which can be fixed or bypassed with some knowledge. You can find all the info on land rover
forums. Simple stuff, and well documented. It goes bad. Most have been replaced by I just had
mine done a second time. I don't think the original replacement was done right, but we drive
ours everywhere, so who knows. Rubber goes bad. Most of the seals should be replaced within
15 years anyway. Again, not a japanese car. Land rovers are technically somewhat complex in
that the have many computers and sensors to manage everything. But, electrical issues are
fairly easy to diagnose with a multimeter. You have to have some knowhow or interest in
learning. Those electrical issues are the expensive ones because you typically have to go to the
dealer to get a good reading, and they will overcharge. If you can learn the layout, you'll save
thousands over time. Here's the thing If you just want a car to go from point a to point b. Read
more. Read less. Sign Up. True, you may have to take a second look to tell the newly revised
Discovery from its predecessor. That's because Land Rover intentionally chose a modest
freshening of the original look-complete with its distinctive stepped roof and Alpine
windows-rather than a more aggressive approach. For our tastes, they may have kept it a little
too modest. Still, don't be fooled into thinking the Series II is simply a warmed-over version of
the old Discovery. For starters, every exterior panel on the vehicle is indeed new. Plus, the
chassis has been strengthened, with about a percent increase in torsional rigidity. While the
wheelbase has remained the same, the overall length has been stretched by 6. Much of the extra
room created by these larger dimensions translates directly into additional cargo space The real
story, though, lies beneath the skin. Here, the Series II sports a cornucopia of leading-edge
technology that makes it one of the most sophisticated SUVs on the road. At least in part, this is
thanks to BMW , which bought the Rover Group in '94 and has proceeded to pour billions of
dollars into the venerable British manufacturer, providing state-of-the-art engineering and
improved production and quality control methods. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the
revamped suspension and brake systems. The Series II still sports live axles and coil springs
both front and rear, but those axles, adapted from the Range Rover, have a greater span,
increasing track by 2. In addition, the entire suspension is upgraded and retuned for better
control, less body lean in corners, and an improved on-pavement ride. In driving the Series II
back to back with the original Discovery, the difference is immediately noticeable. This vehicle
offers quicker handling response, more precise cornering, and a dramatically more stable feel,
even in quick transient maneuvers. Where last year's Discovery was clearly a step down from

its modern competition in on-road handling, the Series II is right there with the best in the
market. Acting like electronic antiroll bars, ACE is designed to keep the vehicle as level in
corners as a fine-tuned sport sedan. It does this by monitoring cornering force and, when
necessary, counteracting body lean by using a hydraulic pump to send fluid to front and rear
actuators that take the place of anti-roll bars. ACE is so effective that it eliminates all body lean,
keeping the vehicle perfectly flat up to 0. Over that mark, the system begins to allow some tilt to
give the driver a sense of cornering, but still keeps body lean well within prescribed limits. In
fact, it can generate enough pressure to counteract up to 1. This is designed to automatically
compensate for uneven loads or during towing in order to maintain optimum ride height. One
trick advantage of this system is that the rear bumper height can be manually raised or lowered
through a hand-held remote control. From its standard height, the rear can be lowered up to 4
inches to help in connecting a trailer or for loading heavy cargo in the rear compartment.
Likewise, when off-pavement, the touch of a switch will raise the rear by 1. In addition, should
the vehicle become high-centered while at normal ride height, the system will automatically
raise the vehicle this extra 1. Where most manufacturers would feel good boasting about
four-wheel discs and four-channel ABS in their braking systems, this is only where the Series II
begins. Complementing the ABS is an Electronic Brake Distribution system, which controls
brake bias between the front and rear axles under heavy braking to provide extra control for the
vehicle when it's heavily loaded or towing. If this system detects wheelslip between axles, it'll
automatically adjust the line pressure to achieve the best distribution of brake force. The strong
engine braking of Land Rovers has always made them an excellent choice for one of
off-roading's most difficult situations, descending a steep, slippery hill. Now, the company's
exclusive Hill Descent Control system, first introduced in the Europe-only Freelander, goes one
step further. While in low range, the system can be activated with the press of a switch and will
operate as long as the driver's foot remains off the accelerator pedal. It monitors wheel speed
during a descent and applies individual brakes as necessary to keep the vehicle below a
preprogrammed speed. In first and second gear, the target speed is 4. Another function of the
Series II's sophisticated braking system is its new four-wheel traction control, which
complements the vehicle's existing full-time four-wheel-drive system. This traction control is
similar to the one Mercedes uses in the M-Class. Should slippage at any wheel be detected, the
system will apply braking force to that wheel, effectively routing torque to wheels with more
traction. It works so well that only one wheel need have traction for the vehicle to advance. Land
Rover says that 85 percent of the Series II is new. Then there's the engine, which
disappointingly remains basically a carryover, although with a number of refinements. The
venerable OHV 4. This has helped squeeze out six more horsepower and 18 pound-feet of
torque, bringing peak outputs to horses and pound-feet. This has also helped cut the vehicle's
mph time by a full second over the last Discovery we tested. In addition, thanks to a new
centrifugal oil filter and improved engine manufacturing techniques, service intervals have been
extended from to 12, miles, which will save owners some time, hassle, and money. Still, this
old-world powerplant just doesn't match the sophistication of the rest of the vehicle. Despite
being quieter and smoother than the previous iteration, compared with competitive engines
from Mercedes and Lexus , this V-8 is too underpowered and inefficient to be a good match for
the Series II. Fortunately, replacing the old hydraulically controlled automatic transmission is a
new electronically controlled four-speed, with sport and manual modes. Either version comes
with a host of comfort and convenience features. Overall, the Series II has made a tremendous
leap forward, both in technical sophistication and in competitiveness within the SUV field. The
average person may have to look twice to tell which version you're driving, but from behind the
steering wheel, there's no comparison. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox.
Financement disponible sur Place 1ere, 2e - 3e chance. Bought it from Calgary, Alberta just over
a year ago. Frame is in amazing condition and body has zero rust! Brand new tra Reach millions
of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and
calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than
the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated
that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may
be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact
seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 0. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0.
Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. HSE 1. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,,
Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min
payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment
frequency. Credit rating. SUV 4. Black 1. Green 1. Grey 1. White 1. Must be greater than Min

Kilometres. Four Wheel Drive 1. Gasoline 1. Automatic 4. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save
Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address
Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader
Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 4.
Click here to try again. Priority Listings. All Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly.
List your car here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and
pre-ow
chevy silverado fuel pump fuse
1983 regal
1941 dodge pickup
ned Land Rover Discovery Series II inventory from local Land Rover dealerships and private
sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall
history of Land Rover Discovery Series II of different years with similar vehicles. Learn more
about different Discovery Series IIs. Show all years. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond
Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All
new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of
all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller
accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included
in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your
inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete!

